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University Relations

When you mention the study of history to most people, they probably
imagine ancient kings, wars and libraries full of dates and names.

But

University of Montana history professor William E. Farr has found that
examining historical photographs makes history exciting and gives people a
greater understanding of what went on way back when.
"Everywhere in Montana we have photographs of the state's history -- it's
just like it happened yesterday," Farr said, "and people get more of a vis
ceral feeling for Montana's past that way."
Although Farr earned his doctoral degree in medieval European history
from the University of Washington, Seattle, he has become an expert in the
historical photography of Montana.

In 1978 he co-authored a book of Montana

historical photographs with the late UM history professor K. Ross Toole,
"Montana:

Images of the Past."

"1 got interested in Montana history

and photographs through the back

door when I came to the University of Montana to teach," the native Washingtonian
explained.

Since he joined the UM faculty in 1967, he has been collecting

photos and writing about and teaching what they tell, in addition to teaching
his other classes.
(overl
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According to Mary Horstman, a UM graduate student in history, who has
taken several courses from Farr, the professor is "very enthusiastic about
historical photos "and encourages his students to continue with their photo
project assignments beyond the grade at the end of the quarter.
When Horstman took the photographs course from Farr this summer, the
class was mostly returning high school teachers.

She said, "He gave us a lot

of advice on how to investigate what we needed and was very helpful, but he
didn't do the work for us--though we did catch some of his excitement about it.
The methods he taught, Horstman said, were helpful for the teachers to
use in their own classrooms.

Farr said that you can find historical photo

graphs in junk shops and family albums all over Montana.

"People often throw

photos away without knowing their value for understanding the past,'

he said.

He explained that photographs are not just illustrations, but as historical
documents they give much greater detail to history and people than othei kinds
of documents.
"In European history, expecially medieval history from 500 to 1500 A.D.,
the sources are very spare," Farr said, "and we have to squeeze out every bit
of information they might have and we still don't get very much.
"European history in the medieval period, being so distant, has always
seemed rather exotic, and to understand it, there must be a creative act of
the imagination, as well as intellectual process.'
He explained that history without documents like photographs too often
becomes an understanding of large social and political movements but possesses
very little personality.
"It's difficult to imagine accurately a medieval peasant's face as he
discusses agriculture with a friend," Farr commented.

"But you can actually

see a Montana homesteader of 70 years ago talking about grain prices in a
photo and you can tell how he felt about it.
(more)

t
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"The photographs make me much more aware of the immediate reality of
history and make me realize that it's r.ot just an intellectual exercise.

We

see real people, making choices and having experiences just like we do."
In very animated terms, Farr tells how photos give personality to people
in specific places and times in history.

He said that photos are "frozen

little slices of time that we can investigate and learn from."
While discussing the subject, Farr will pull out pictures from his
library and show the faces, clothes and activities cf everyday folks who
made history in Montana.

He points out the bands of traveling minstrels

("some of whom didn’t have to paint their faces," he commented), circuses
("there really were elephants in Wolf Point, but who would believe it without
seeing it?"), ranchers branding wild cattle on the dry plains, the drunk cow
boy passed out at a rickety saloon table and a line of Indians and their horses
dragging travois next to a newly laid railroad track.
"I get a kick out of the photos because the history they represent is
very close," Farr said.

"Because of this closeness Montanans have a greater

consciousness about their history-- they have documented their achievements
and the pictures give them the knowledge that they have overcome obstacles.
"How else but through a photo could a Norwegian immigrant from fiordcountry prove that he raised wheat where there was no water-- and called it
dry-land farming?"
Farr noted that the history of Montana and the popular use of George
Eastman's portable cameras developed at about the same time, the latter
beginning around 1885.

With much of Montana's history documented in photo

graphs, from the settlers opening its frontiers to the present, Farr said that
Montanans are fortunate to be able to see their past and understand it better.
(over)
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Previous to photographs, Farr said, Montana was depicted by painters as
being a very awesome and grandiose place because that's how the sights made
them feel.

It took a photographer, he said, to show what the state was really

like in fine details.
However, Farr does not discount the photographers as artists, according
to Ilorstman.

She said he is careful to point out how the photographers

influenced their subjects and the photographs and the artistic techniques they
used.

She added that Farr taught his students some of the distinguishing

characteristics of particular photographers' works, which is helpful in
identifying their collections.
Farr's latest photographic history project, which he works on in between
his UM medieval history classes, is a collection for a book on the reservation
experience of the Blackfeet Indians, which he will soon publish.
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